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Welcome back to hell.
Friends, fans and loyal readers I welcome you back to the
moist bosom that is UCSD. A fount of fugly females, the last
bastion of boring bookworms. I think we can all take a cue from
our blind friends in South Korea: No matter how depressingly
shitty your life is, there’s always room for ardent and violent
protest.
What are the blind in South Korea protesting about,
praytell? Sighted masseuses, of course! South Korean masseuses
have to be legally blind in order to recieve a license. Go ahead and
take a hit of something magical, and go back and read that sentence
again. In case you’re already high: If you get a massage by a licensed
masseuse in South Korea, she will be blind, and thus unable to
identify you when you turn that happy ending into a very unhappy
one for her.
I
You’re propably asking yourself, “Oh, I bet it’s a pretty tame
protest. I mean, how do they even know what or who they’re
yelling at? How do they know what to attack?” This is where
it gets good. You see, the blind in South Korea have thought of
something that everyone else owns but they would have very little
use for: a fucking car. They’ve been burning cars and jumping off
bridges in protest. BLIND PEOPLE. BURNING CARS. HOW
DID THEY GET MATCHES? WHY DON’T THEY JUST PUT
A BUNCH OF BACON IN THE DETENTION CENTERS AND
WHISTLE FOR THEIR SEEING EYE DOGS TO GET THE SCENT?
I always wondered if I could get on a show like Pimp My
Ride and when they ask me what kinds of things I like I would try
to get that dumb fuck Xzhibitz to pimp something useful to me,
like my credit or my stock portfolio. YO DOG, WE OVA HERE AT
GOLDMAN SACHS DIVERSIFYIN’ KRIS’ STOCK PORTFOLIO
SO HE CAN EARN WHILE HE DRIVE. NEXT WE BE AT
BLOCKBUSTER PAYIN OFF HIS LATE FEES.
Anyway. The Koala is largely a whole new staff, and as the
new Editor-In-Chief I hope I’ll see some of you at a party, or in my
bed. If anything in this issue bothers you, go fuck yourself. Also,
send your opinions to editor@koala.ucsd.edu so we can print it
and make fun of you.
Faithfully,
Kris Gregorian
Editor-in-Queef
The Motherfucking Koala
PS. Some of the amazing art is from a guy named “Z” from way
back in 90-93. The guy was fucking amazing.

send your submissions to editor@thekoala.org

Newly Appointed Administrative
Staff
Chancellor
Kris John Gregorian, Professor of Pediatric Proctology
Vice-Chancellors (Golf Cart Masters)
Boss DJ, Ku Klux Kyle, Freddy
Resident Deans
Ricky Ricardo, David the Carpenter, Frankie Nine Inch, Jeremiah,
Skillz, George Liddle, The whole crew at SDSU, Davey G
RA’s
B-Rad, the L-Word, SARS, Milk, E-dawg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton,
Marcus, Paula K., Eugene, Dirty, Moximo, Aaron, Stevie Why
Creepy Dude Who Cleans Toilets
Nicholle “Back In The Fold” Pierro

It was the third night of the 2008 Republican National Convention. Patriotic Americans filled the stands, mostly with walkers. As I watched her
approach the podium for her speech my eyes narrowed and my cheeks puffed up even more. Perhaps it was the Viagra that I had taken just before
the ceremony or perhaps it was the strong woman in front of me. Her hips were swaying back and forth as thunderous applause came from the
audience. I couldn’t take my eyes off her and her stunning double knit pant suit. I finally understood what “double breasted” means and I could
only imagine the supple bosom lactating with her daughter’s baby’s milk underneath. I felt my pants begin to twitch. I could feel my powdery member creep ever so slowly out past my underwear where it began subtly yet sensationally tickling against my pants. The podium hid my hand well
as it slid into my pocket to stroke the beast. Up and down, up and down, I imagined unhinging her bra and unhooking her panty hose and laying
her down on the desk in the Oval Office while my handlers weren’t looking. As she spoke, my eyes fixated on her round, supple ass, I imagined
spanking her after a press conference, pulling her hair, saying “This publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by the
ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its principal members and the authors of the content of
this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and
views expressed in this or any other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent the views,
opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California and the Regents or their officers, employees,
or agents. The publisher of this publication bears and assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.” Then I bombed
the shit out of Iran.
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ENGAGE THE RAGE

What your orientation leader didn’t tell you about drinking on campus.
If you’re reading the Koala you’re likely going to major in beer bongs and fucking, with a
minor in keg stands and doing drugs. In this way, partying on campus is a critical aspect
of your education. Nevertheless, this endevour is fraught with perils. We here at the Koala
believe in collective knowledge and through the years, we’ve learned the absolute best ways
to rage like there’s no consequences.
The rules:
I. RSO’s and RA’s can’t detain you.
If you’re at a dorm party and you don’t live there, yell YOU CAN’T FUCKING DETAIN ME,
ASSHOLE and just keep walking. Run when you’re out of sight. Change your clothing
(remove a sweatshirt, take off pants, put your bra on your head) if possible so you won’t
match the description they radio in.
II. Don’t answer door with a beer, you fuckwit.
Ask who is at the door, and if it’s a narc, just put away all
the booze and open the door, step outside, and shut it.
III. Only put as many beers as you’re willing to
lose in your fridge.
A good solution is to keep beers under your bed and
bring them out say 6 at a time into the freezer. When they
pour out your booze, you lose 6 beers, not 60.
IV. Rotate through which roommate answers the door when you know it’s an RSO.
There are no real consequences for the first two times you get written up, so if you distribute
it amongst your roommates, you can increase the number of write ups by a factor of 4! Holy
shit, math!
V. Dance party in the common area, drinking in the rooms with the doors closed.
The noise complaint won’t give them access to where the drinking is, they’ll just ask you to
shut the fuck up. A good queue to nail the freshman girl you’ve
been flirting with all night.
VI. Get a mini fridge and put it in your closet
with a padlock.
No one checks in the closet and they can’t
make you open it if they do. Tell them you’re
“collecting urine samples and you misplaced the
key somewhere in someone’s asshole.” Seriously.

Sometimes you need to put some beer goggles
over your Triton eyes because that fatty you made
out with in Warren
just called you
at 3am
and
wants
to go
to
town.
How do
you drink
while huffing
your sorry ass all the way from Revelle? Use the
dining halls!

Jello Shot Recipe
Have you seen Sex in the City? You know
how those dumb sluts are always sucking
down cosmopolitans and fucking some
random dude? College is like that, but with
Jello shots. There’s something about Bill
Cosby, alcohol, and little paper cups that
makes bitches go wild.
Here’s what you’ll need:
6 packages of Jello
1 handle of cheap vodka
12 cups of boiling water
4.5 cups of cold water

Disposable cups with covers from the dining hall are
perfect for that late night stroll.
Mix the boiling water and jello until it’s
dissolved, then add the booze and cold
Jello shots (otherwise known as panty-droppers)
water. Pour it into a 2 gallon milk jug and
are easily concealed in the jello bowls at the dining
let it sit in your fridge or fill 10 million little
halls... Just make sure your parents don’t come
cups after smoking a teener of meth.
over and eat them all then fuck on your bed.
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Top 5 Things to do on Welcome Week
1. Make new friends.
2. Have your first taste of campus
food.
3. Buy your books.
4. Explore the campus.
5. Fuck the shit out of a vulnerable
freshman chick.
Top 5 Classic TV Show Pornos
1. Pork’n Mindy
2. Beverly Hillbillies Sister Fornicatin’ Fun Time Show
3. Leave It In My Beaver
4. The Golden Shower Girls
5. I Love Lucy’s Box
Top 5 Responses to “I forgot
to take my Pill”
1.You mean you take it on purpose? I usually have to slip it into
your drink. Wait, are we talking
about the same pill?
2. That’s okay...I remembered to
bring my coat hanger.
3.You’re just like your sister.
4.Your multivitamins? Oh don’t
worry you can take those any time
holy fuck you’re not talking about
your vitamins.
5. What’s your name again?
Top 5 Reasons Michael Phelps
is a Phag
1. His Speedos have the dick hole
in the back.
2. He tapes his penis back for
swimming and fun.
3. He’s too good at the Madame
butterfly stroke.
4. Had his 8 gold medals melted
into a King Midas dildo.
5. He forces me to beat off to
replays of his chisled physique on
channel 4.
Top 5 Olympic Sports Dominated by the Chinese
1. Nike manufacturing
2. Pollution
3. Breeding
4. Tiananmen protester tank mauling
5. Cheating. Mysteriously enough,
the Chinese took this one too.
Top 5 Lies Your R.A.Tells You
1. Nice to meet you.
2. Really, UCSD’s social life is what
you make it.
3. Go on, I’m listening.
4.You’re feelings do matter.
5.You know, we will let you decide
if reading the Koala is right for
you.
Think you can do better, asshole?
Try your best at http://koala.ucsd.
edu/lists.html
If we like it, we’ll send a midget
stripper to your dorm.
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FAMOUS
Top 5 Thoughts While Dropping a Deuce
1. How do black people feel when
they actually take their kids to the
pool?
2. What does “Lava los Manos”
even mean? Oh well, back to work.
3. If I miss her mouth, what will
she say to her family outside?
4. Thats where the condom went!
5. First of all I didn’t eat that much,
and secondly where the hell did
that fruit cake come from?
Top 5 Reasons UCSD Girls
Feel Guilty About Masturbating
1. It’s week three and their parents
still haven’t left yet.
2. Their RA didn’t go over it at orientation.
3. Penetrating through all that hair
gives them time to reflect on their
fear of commitment.
4. Their electrified chastity belt
shocks them every time.
5. Can’t stop looking at “Masturbatin’ is Master Hatin’” poster from
the Campus Christian Crusade for
a Korean Christ.
Top 5 Disadvantages to Having Sex With a Gymnast
1. Always using chalk for handjobs.
2. Performance-necessary doublemasectomy not as “freaky hot” as
you thought it was gonna be.
3. Bedroom always being filmed
for Olympic reality show.
4. How can your unit compare
with her straddling the balance
beam?
5. Boobs coated in permanent
Coca Cola pasties per licensing
agreement.
Top 5 New Advertising Slogans for Rock Band 2
1. Live the rockstar life, without
the money, cars, girls or fame!
2. It’s like listening to good music
but now we’ve added more hard
work.
3. Tone deaf? No problem. Color
Blind? No problem. Tone Deaf
and Color Blind? You belong in a
bubble or something but we’ll still
sell you the fucking game!!!
4. The next time you hear your
favorite song, you’ll be humming
“Red, Blue, Blue, Green, Orange,
Yelloooooooooowwwwww”
5. As shown in the commercials,
hot chicks really do get wet for
guys playing Coheed and Cambria
on plastic controllers.

I like my women like I like my olive oil, extra virgin.						

SD Board Club
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Are you a fiesty little slope bunny or gnarly park master
that’s bummed about UCSD being so far from the snow?
Are you looking for a non-greek organization that throws
regular raging parties?
SD Board club has got you covered like coppertone.
First lift, last lift, last call, we party like there’s no
tomorrow at some of the most amazing mountains in the
United States.
Membership is only $30 for the year.

Check out http://www.sdboardclub.com for more information!
WE WILL BE HAVING EVENTS ALL WEEK!
JOIN THE MAILING LIST AT
SDBOARDCLUB.COM

Did someone awesome tell you about the All Call, our MASSIVE
trip to Montana? http://www.theallcal.com /

THE KOALA INTERVIEWS
MAGIC JOHNSON
Koala: Magic, if you knew someone who is very promiscuous had AIDS, would you tell
everyone to prevent spread of the disease?

Magic: Well, first of all, they don’t test for AIDS they test for HIV the disease
that causes AIDS.

drug
really
people,

who isn’t a
hemophiliac
and doesn’t
fuck black
people, IV
users, or
poor
your

chances of meeting someone
like you with AIDS is less than
3%!
Koala: Wow Magic, that’s really
cool!
Magic: I mean sure, there are
times to worry. For example,
that fucking cunt Megan Curtis.
Cuz that bitch has fucked more
black men than slavery. I
wouldn’t fuck her with your dick,
and I already have the HIV!
Koala: But wait, she said she
got tested and is clean!
Magic: Don’t be a jive turkey,
the incubation period is 6
months to a year!
Koala: Dang Magic, you’re boss.
Magic: I know. You’ll have to
excuse me, I have to go inject
some HGH so I can build another
school.

Magic: Look, the facts are that if you’re a heterosexual white person
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Imagine how hard nickel miners would work if they where digging for dollars.

UCSD and You, but probably Yu.
by the Boss

You didn’t get into UCLA, but you’ve convinced
yourself that UCSD is “just as good” and you can
sense the disappointment in your parents voice
as they bid you adieu and head back to China.
It’s grim isn’t it? You don’t have any friends, your
parents are probably gonna ignore your calls for a
few days while they have wild sex in your bedroom.
Meanwhile your girlfriend who got into another
school is getting a hot beef injection in her dining
hall from the entire USC football team. Meanwhile,
you’re surrounded by your douchebag roommates
who overcompensate the awkwardness
by being uncomfortably enthusiastic
about “college life,” despite the fact
that none of you actually know what
that is yet. You travel in your nerd-pack
everywhere even to the bathroom.
Roommates
In about a week, you’ll find yourself to be best
friends with one of these schmucks just because
you both like that one Jason Mraz song and your
girlfriends are both fucking the entire USC football
team. You won’t really have much else in common
with this guy because the retarded surveys they
made you take don’t have the kinds of questions
that matter, like how often do you masturbate
and are you a stinky asian. I always thought that
survey was complete bullshit. What they need to
do is put all you freshmen in a big field naked, feed
you chili dogs and cocaine, and pour ex-lax and
syrup of ipecac down your throat while you run
around to the sound of the classical music. This
is actually a complex psychological experiment;
your unconscious mind will draw you to specific

R
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E

epublicans
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parts of the field, where you will shit, piss, and puke
yourself uncontrollably. Congratulations! The turds
surrounding you are those of your new roommates.
Take a big whiff, smell it long and good, because
this is the smell of life-long friendship and collegiate
camaraderie,
albeit in the form of bodily
excrement. Welcome to college!
But hey, that’s just my idea.
Your RA
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Top 5 Signs Your Little Boy is
Gay
1. He prefers Bust-a-Move over
Metal Slug when playing Neo Geo.
2. He prefers to endlessly lick and
stroke fudge-sickles as opposed to
just eat them.
3. Both the disturbing head bobbing technique and way he deep
throats his bottle.
4. The way he instinctively backs
up into his rectal thermometer .
5. His gold chains, leathery tan, and
rhinestone diaper are a bit suspicious.

RA’s come in two flavors, raging
jackass and hey-buddy-I’m-yourfriend. Neither are desirable.
Regardless of how cool your RA
may seem, it is never in your best
interest to treat them with anything Top 5 Advertising Sloother than absolute disdain.
gans by Mrs. Kowalski’s 2nd Grade Class
Administrators
1. Activia: The yogurt for ladies
who can’t poop good!
Apart from your RA, college is
2. Centrum Silver: Pills to make
going to be filled with people you you old!
don’t know that get to tell you
3. Tide: Takes the poop stains
what to do. It’s kind of like if your outta my pants!
parents made you give THEM
4. Whiskas: Grampa thinks it’s
allowances and then they decide tuna on toast.
to forget about parenting you.
5. Kotex Panty Liners: So there
However, they will send you up won’t be lines on your panties.
to
10 e-mails a day about the new Vice
6.Verizon Wireless: So mom can
Chancellor of Library Walk Pylon Decorations or Vice call the pool boy in private.
Chancellor of Coffee and Shaved Ice Carts.

Sarah Palin is about two things: Jesus and
Family. Jesus is everyone’s father, and he
plants his compassionate and forever loving
seed in mothers everywhere, willing or not.
Sometimes Jesus has to resort to drugging us
with his unconditional love for the world, and
sometimes Jesus has to hold us down and gag
our mouths so that we will accept his seed.
When we abort that fetus of love and compassion,
we lose Family. Sarah Palin understands that
aborting that seed simply because Jesus (your
father) may have had to drug or hold you down,
is not acceptable. This is why she is against abortion
in instances of forced or incestual sex. Americans can
count on R.A.P.E to keep families together.
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Top 5 Excuses to get Your
Roommate out of the House
so you can Spank It
1. OH MY GOD, THEY’RE GIVING AWAY FREE TEXTBOOKS
AT GEISEL OR MAYBE AT THE
MED SCHOOL OR MAYBE
HILLCREST MEDICAL. YOU
SHOULD CHECK THEM ALL.
2. 1.Your mom just died.You
should drive up to San Francisco
to check on it. And she said to
leave your briefcase of porn behind.
3. I saw your girlfriend at Cinnibon
tonguing the retard bun boy. She
said she’d be there for a while...
4. I could really go for some bean
dip. I’ll pay if you go, but call me
when you get there and when
you’re about to leave... oh and
right before you open the door,
K?
5.Yo bra, you forgot to return
these tapes to blockbuster. By the
way, wheres that hot pic of your
sister in a bikini?
Top 5 Ways to Know Chinese
Gymnast are Underage
1. She did say she was a perfect
ten.
2. Appeared on Fruity Pebbles
Box.
3. Absent from medal ceremony
because it’s past her bed time.
4. They call the equipment “monkey bars.”
5. Practice starts after Saturday
morning cartoons.
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Top 5 Things Pineapple Express Means to a UCSD Student
1. The train that goes to Harry
Potter’s Summer Camp
2. A newspaper advertising Hawaiian hooker trannies.
3. When Summit has those delicious Pineapple fruit bowls.
4. Rash on your penis from masturbating with a pineapple.
5. A meteorological phenomenon
characterized by strong and persistent flow of atmospheric moisture and associated heavy rainfall
from the waters adjacent to the
Hawaiian Islands and extending
to any location along the Pacific
coast of North America. It’s on the
midterm.
Top 5 Things to Do With a
Communion Wafer
1. Lick it up and down while saying,
“Oh Jesus, does it turn you on
when I lick you here?”
2. Bring your own salsa
3. Ask for another, “less gamey”
piece
4. Trade it for two pieces of Jesus
dark meat
5. Put Jesus back together
Bottom 5 Things to Say During or After a Fight
1. If I let you keep my eyeball can I
get a ride to the hospital?
2. If my sister were here she’d
make you guys pay big time!
3. I don’t care if you guys are
twelve, one more kick in the balls
and I would’ve beat some ass!
4. I’m, i’m actually (sniffle) tougher
BECAUSE I walked away
5. HOLD ME BACK, BRO!
Top 5 Questions a Gal Asks
Before Getting Raped
1. Whats in the van?
2.You brothas all on the same
team?
3. Are we really gonna bet 50
dollars that I can’t touch my toes?
4.You can get me backstage?
5. That first cosmo was delicious!
Can I have another?
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Top 5 Reasosn to Go Ahead
and Have That Drink Even
Though You’re Pregnant
1. The blood test hasn’t come back
yet and you don’t know for sure if
you’re the mom.
2. Liquid courage before you head
to the back alley for your “appointment.”
3.Your baby was immaculately
conceived and everyone knows
God hates retards.
4. Jim Beam should cure that down
syndrome.
5.You plan to breed the most awesome sloshball player the world
has ever known.

The Pe

LISTS

Hold my beer while I smack you.						

Frat Douche

These are the guys who replace their personalities with popped collars and chest bumps.
You’ll most often see him in his element: talking to other men. These guys can be cool alone,
but they get more annoying as their numbers grow.

Asian Dungeon Dweller

Somehow, this kid will have been studying since he moved in, despite the fact that they
haven’t been to any classes yet. This pimply smelly fuck will have no concept what you’re
talking about and the feeling will be mutual. You’ll basically only talk to this kid when you
need to pass an o-chem class.

The I-Was-Way-Popular-in-High-School-But-I’m-Not-Anymore Girl

You could basically nickname this girl “I’ll blow you in a bathroom.” She’s going to suck her
way back up to the top of the social ladder, and if you play your cards right, you might be
a rung.

Overly Enthusiastic Freshman Kid

Seriously if you’re reading this article, this is probably you. Why the fuck are you reading an entry about you? Next time you’re thinking “Oh shit, I have to impress this person!”
Stop. No one gives a shit.

Crazy Christian/Muslim/Political Nutjob

This persons opinion will SAVE/FREE THE SHIT out of you. You’ll be so fucking balls deep
in their self-righteousness you’ll have a new world outlook coming out of your asshole.

October 4th

Porter’s Pub presents

Stone Night.

Limited edition stone
kegs from Greg Koch’s
PERSONAL STASH.
Legit. $25 for 10
tasters and delicious
Stone-flavored food.
20% off
on FOOD
(You still gotta pay for
beer, buddy)
One per customer per day. Good Fall ‘09
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1 Bloody Panty- It could just as easily be a visit from Aunt Flow.
2 Bloody Panties- Sure, maybe I got a little drunk but you were asking for it..
3 Bloody Panties. I’ve been stalking you all party and you managed to pass out before I could roofie you.
4 Bloody Panties- I steal your dirty dishes so I can rub your spoon on my cock. It’s as close to a BJ as I’ll get.
5 Bloody Panties- I’ve been saving locks of your pubic hair from the dorm showers and I’ll fuck your corpse.
DJ’s Ultra Something or Oth- I kick her out after I cum and make her
er
drunk drive home. Ballinnnn’. Wake up
the next morning for work at 7am and
Until I sobered up, I was going to write about try to remember all day how my swimsuit
how awesome I am. One reason is my confi- came off. Anyways, 3 weeks later, get
dence, which earned a pretty girl on my arm trashed on the ship. While laying outside
for most of what I remember. Thing is, I did near the old girl, I make out with some
sober up. Her number isn’t in my phone and other female and obnoxiously loudly tell
I sure as hell can’t tell you what happened for my new girl the story of how I pimped on
the last half of the night. I still have scabs on some slut before even leaving California.
my wrists.
This was my second party of the night and
[Ed note:This writer is having his balls cut
despite the better vibe and friendly faces,
off when they get back for doing so much
it didn’t take long to figure out that there
cuddling. Koalas are cuddly, but we don’t
were like three single girls, one subtracted by cuddle.]
one clingy guy. Thanks to a game of ever-incomprehensible beer die, it didn’t take much
longer to figure out that the keg was utter
bloody panties,
shit too. But it all sufficed. The birthday boy
was puking something like cow’s cud not long DSP PRE-SCHOOL PARTY
midnight, and minutes later Exterminator-inChief Kris had him doing kegstands. After
So I fucking hate frat parties. You get a
so many further birthday shots and cupcakes bunch of guys with more money than
that DJ should be 23 now, my girl and I
heterosexuality, you give them a bunch
stumbled over to some beer pong.
of alcohol, and you remove any desire
My memory fades out not long after this
to make friends. They care more about
point and restarts halfway through a third
chanting BROS BROS BROS than getting
drinking game, one where I had to keep my
hot girls naked. Fortunately, exceptions
hands out of my pockets and play twenty
exist, and I’ve been two two of them in
questions with UCSD’s finest. (“Do you have a row. DSP (Delta Sigma Phi) managed
any tattoos?” “No, but gee, I’d sure like to get to throw TWO fucking count ‘em TWO
one someday!”) Apparently, cops have noth- parties which Koalas thoroughly enjoyed,
ing better to do Saturdays at 9am than patrol and all within the span of 3 days (or one
Regents for cars parked suspiciously close to drunken bender, depending).
puddles of vomit. Even though I was more
interested in sleeping in my car than driving
The first was full of hot pre-freshman
it, they made me promise to call a cab home. bitches who hadn’t even been to orientaSmug in victory, they sped off. But little did
tion. You know if you’re partying before
they know that this was the earliest I had
orientation then you’re down to pound.
been awake in months. I would go on to ac- After feeding us a bunch of alcohol (+1.5
complish great things this day.
stars) the brothers of this festive bunch
For instance, I learned that “parking” is also a started introducing us to girls (+1) while
word in Somalish.
they convinced them to get into the hot

The actual print
version of the issue
had something funny,
but ultimately illegal
here. Our lawyer is out
fucking your mom so he
can’t defend us.
Sleep with a Koala, you
might get to hear the
joke.

THE KOALA
WANTS YOU!

Still

bloody
panties

tub (+1). Also, they got my friend so
drunk she puked in my roommate’s bed
(+.5 stars).

The second seems a lot like the first,
Pre-Study-Abroad Party (Au- except they managed to bring in twice
gust)
as much booze and twice as many girls.
There were extensive efforts made to
Being a writer of the Koala, I figure many
keep Koalas and girls nice and liqoured
UCSD students hate me, so studying abroad up. They even restocked when they ran
I didn’t want to miss that hate against me. I
out and when they FINALLY ran out,
set out on that goal. Two weeks before my
someone pulled me aside and handed me
abroad program, I plan a party with some
a beer. What’s next, a tug job? Fucking
random LA people I’m going abroad with. I
awesome party.
figure if I can debaucherize my party, then
make fun of the girls and tell everyone how
big of whores they are once I get to the
program, people will hate me. Good plan.
After popping a few bottles of champagne
and playing Tequila Pong, the mood is set
for debauchery. I yell “Bitchez, it’s wet time! PLUS
Let’s go swim.” We all pop in my 95 degree
pool. After swimming in circles like a braindead dog, I know it’s time for action. Isolate
one of the bitches in the hot tub. “I care
about what you’re saying,” then cuddle, then
“I swear I care,” cuddle, then mack. Take the bloody panties.
hoe to the top of my hill and get dome to
panoramic view of Los Angeles. Of course,

To write party reviews. The Koala
is currently seeking
a social butterfly or
two to go to parties,
and potentially videotape them for an
upcoming feature
on KoalaTV
email editor@koala.
ucsd.edu for information or come to a
meeting!
Media lounge above
AS Soft Reserves
in the Old Student
Center. Fridays at
4:20pm.

Want us to review your party? Send invites via personals.
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I can only jack off with my left hand. My right hand rubs me the wrong way.		
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KOALA PERSONALS
We didn’t write the examples, but we wrote the guide to teach you how not to be
such a fuckwaste excuse for a human being. We fucking hate the personals, but you
douchebags can’t get enough of them and they get us laid because girls “want to upgrade from the personals page.” Are you even still reading this? I wouldn’t be.
As seasoned KOALA readers will tell you, there are
a few things that you’re going to get in every issue,
and we’re not just talking about chlamydia, dick and
fart jokes, and recreational hate. A lot of you assholes don’t even bother reading anything other than
the lists, after which you flip right to the back and
ask “LOL DID YOU WRITE THE PERSONALS LOL.”
You would think a disclaimer like “We did not write
these personals” would answer that already, but
then again if you think the KOALA is funny you’re
not that smart.
Since the personals actually do come from your sick,
twisted lives, here is a guide on how to write a
personal we’ll actually print since you’re a retard.

The Classic Fuck Me
Personal

Here at the KOALA, we receive alot of the same, "(Insert Random Name, Professor, KOALA staffer, etc.), I
want you to fuck me so hard." These are good, but no
one gives a shit. What makes these personals amusing
to us is when you try to be funny, because it usually
fails.
If you were to simply add something like, "That I cream
all over your roommate's bed," so it becomes "(Insert
Random Name, Professor, KOALA staffer, etc.), I want
you to fuck me so hard I cream all over my roommate's bed." you might be funny enough to write for
us, but probably not. We might print this, but you have
to be good.

The
Rant/Fuck You
Personal

Note: Most of them are about sororities and their incessant drama. I bet if
we read some of these personals on a
loud speaker out on library walk during
Rush week, we could perhaps start the
world’s largest cat fight. Wouldn’t that
be awesome? These personals can also
be directed at a minority and aren’t that
great, but can be good at times. See
example #2 for something like this.
Usually this personal is only mildly entertaining if it’s not about you, but becomes a
little better when its directed at us. Usually when that happens this retard will put “I
FUCKING DARE YOU TO PRINT THIS,YOU PUSSIES.” This is awesome, because they
get to gloat if we do print it, but have a sense of victory if we don’t. Usually we track
you down and shit in your pillowcase when this happens.

EXAMPLE #1
Wanted: warm moist receptacle. Must be around 98.6 F. and not too hairy. Will use hard
and often. Must be “inny”, not “outy”.

EXAMPLE #2
To all thew fucking biology major persians at UCSD
You are the most pathetic and bone head idiots I have ever seen . You are here just
because your fob ass parents sent you here to go to the med school. You are such a
waste of a fresh air. you punk asses are all gonna end up bagging groceries at Ralphs.You
ass hole think you are the real shit while barn animals do much better on the MCAD.
When I was there only one out of you wanna be losers got through.
drop dead all you fucking persian bone-heads

EXAMPLE #3
Alumni with big cock, ready to fuck UCSD bitches

EXAMPLE #4
Just in case it is forgotten, here is a link with the definitions of sexual violence and rape.
Certain individuals working at the Koala or in close association to it should pay heed
particularly to the sections outlining that sex of any sort is not consensual when one
is obviously intoxicated. My mind was previously open to believing that the Koala had
gotten too hard of a wrap. As of the evening between 25-26th, 2008 and the events that
transpired therein, I have regrettably discovered (first hand) the effects of a Koala mindset.
Assuredly, if I had been in the place and company of individuals in practically any other club but that one, “Defining Sexual Violence” would not be
among my sites visited today or hopefully ever. Never had I imagined being in this position - finding validation of the shame and humiliation experienced this week, yet feeling completely helpless to take action because of the vindictive and unsympathetic nature of those involved.
I will spare that personal rant for ears that are open to listening to and understanding that type of pain. My purpose on this forum is just to say hey
guys, sex with a completely drunk chick is still rape and still feels like rape for the person waking up the next morning finding phantom scratches,
bruises, and unplanned blood in their disheveled panties. Look it up.
If you are a woman reading this and feel victimized by actions by members or associates of this community, I urge you to speak up, as well.
[Ed. Note - Though we would have loved for this to be us, it wasn’t. But hey, now that you’re not a virgin, do you want to party?
Come to a meeting! Also, is blood in the panties ever expected? Like do you wake up and say,“I think I’m going to wear the bloody
ones because I want to get fucked like a schoolgirl tonight!” You expect to be bloody every month, you worthless bag of nigger
lips.]

THE WANT AD

BIG WORDS

Send us your personals in our very sexy personals bags all around camAnother great version is the “wanted” personal. Usually you guys do a pus. Personals bags located on doors in Marshall Lowers E-11, Earl’s
good job of this because you’re very lonely and have a lot of time to think Place, Porters Pub, Asia Hall Room 303 and of course the Koala Office
above Soft Reserves.
of something clever, you sly fucking fox you. Too bad clever doesn’t get you
Or submit them online at
laid. Trust us, we tried.
http://koala.ucsd.edu/personals.html

